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Cadet Gazette
May’s cadet evening was followed by the Gnome night race.
There was too much wind for the toppers to go out so we took
Eau De Vie out with George, Joe and Jack. They stayed aboard
for the race and thoroughly enjoyed themselves. Jack sailed with
Neil on Round the Lighthouse and Maisy joined Zoe on Duck and
Dive.

Regatta
The regatta started with pizza and
ferret roulette on Friday evening.
Danielle and Dan set up the roulette
which consisted of a centre box with 6
tunnels coming off of it in different
colours. A ferret was put in the centre
box and whichever colour tunnel he
chose to come out was the winner, the
ferrets didn’t spend much time deciding which tunnel they
wanted to exit! Everyone enjoyed meeting the ferrets and taking
part in the games.
Saturday morning started with running through parts of the
boats and rigging. The wind strength was a force 4 to 5 which was
a bit challenging but we were very fortunate to have enough help
for one to one instruction, allowing the cadets to have a great
learning opportunity. The sailing was followed by fast and
furious rib rides and a chance for the cadets to have a drive.
On Sunday we began with mud Olympics where everyone had
lots of fun getting messy.

After lunch we launched the boats and the lighter winds allowed
us to play some games on the water starting with netball and then
I emptied the sack of plastic ducks for the cadets to collect.
All the cadets took part in the May trophy on various boats, well
done to Joe and Jack Denny for being the first cadet helm home
and to Jessica Breavington and Maddie Sheppard for the first
cadet crew.
The weekend was rounded off with the
prize giving.
A very big thank you goes to all the
volunteers that made it a very
successful, fun filled weekend.

Training
Don’t forget that there is training for older cadets and adults on
the mezzanine floor or tuition while sailing if the tide is
appropriate. Sessions can run later if demand requires.

Up and coming Events
10th June Family Day
16th June Evening sail
30th June Evening sail
2nd July Ray Day, picnic & games
7th July Cadet Night

Articles Wanted
Don’t forget, this is your news letter so if you have a story, poem,
picture, something interesting to tell, an achievement you may
have received or anything else let me know and it will appear in
the next issue.

